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ecoVEGA S LG / HG
Refrigerated serve-over counter with 
tempered liftable front glass for shops 
and supermarkets, where the style of 
the equipment matches its functionality. 
The rounded panes of tempered glass 
and tasteful additional colour elements 
provide a pleasant visual effect for the 
food displayed. High glass or low glass 
design – according to your needs.
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OPTIONS:

| Low glass design for self-service
| Galvanized steel or stainless-steel 
display surface
| Dynamic or static cooling options
| LED lighting in hight glass design
| Stainless-steel bumper
| Electronic defrost heater

KEY BENEFITS:

| Wide choice of colors for the exterior 
and interior (RAL palette)
| Possibility to lift the bottom of the 
counter to clean and tidy it
| Plastic bumper
| Multiplexable device
| Strong tempered glass
| Liftable front glass
| Panoramic endwalls
| Protection against glass fogging
| Even allocation of cool air 
throughout the whole area
| Energy saving electronically 
commutated fans
| Electronic control panel
| Thermometer (solar powered or 
electronic)
| Polyurethane thermal insulation CFC 
free
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With cylindrical legs support, or panel covered.
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Lift-up glass for easy front-side loading. Evaporator in the back wall, ensuring static cooling without 
drying out the products.
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Additional trays for 3-step goods display and a variety of 
other options available (see page 141).
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VEGA S STORAGE
It is an elegant curved glass serve-
over counter model with an additional 
refrigerated drawer, offering more 
storage space for your products. This 
product is perfect for food markets. 
The additional storage space provides 
an optimal environment for meats, 
poultry, and other products and is easy 
to reach-in.

eco VEGA S HDV
This heated double vision showcase 
is designed to short-term store and 
display hot meals. Its mirror door 
system enhances the view of the 
products displayed and creates an 
impression of abundance. Due to 
the heated panel below and infrared 
heating above, an even temperature is 
maintained throughout the cabinet. A 
door in the back of the counter makes 
it easy to put foods into and take 
them out of the counter. Gastronomy 
containers of the selected depth are 
provided.
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Model Lenght without endwalls
(mm)

Operating temperature
ºC (+25 ºC, 60% RH)

Exposition space
(m2)

Volume
(m3)

Rated voltage
(V)

940

1250
1880
2500
3750

940

1250
1880
2500
3750

3750

1072
1412
1752
2478

Vega S LG

Vega S LG

Vega S HG

Vega S HG

Vega S Storage

Vega S HDV
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1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC
H1     /     M2

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC
H1     /     M2

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

1...10 ºC / -1...7 ºC / -1...5 ºC
H1     /     M2     /     M1

60...80 ºC

0.80

1.06
1.60
2.13
3.19

0.80

1.06
1.60
2.13
3.19

3.19

0.72
0.97
1.20
1.69

0.18

0.24
0.37
0.49
0.73

0.18

0.24
0.37
0.49
0.73

0.73

0.28
0.36
0.45
0.64

230

230

230

230

230

400

Vega S corner IC90 Vega S corner OC90

Vega S LG Vega S HG Vega S Storage Vega S HDV
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